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AUTO DEALERSHIPS CLOSING AROUND THE US HAS A POSITIVE SIDE 
Dealers Emerging From the Recession Will Be Leaner and Stronger   

 
  
 

It’s no secret, auto sales in the US have reached an all time low, and the car dealerships 
especially are feeling the burn. GM and Chrysler franchises dealerships are being weeded out by the 
hundreds with no end expected to this bleak outcome until mid 2013. Dealers everywhere are 
preparing to remove Pontiac, Saturn, and … signs from their building and sell off remaining 
inventory on their lot. Even if dealerships do not close, they’re still experiencing unique and 
unpleasant circumstances. A Chevrolet Pontiac GMC dealer in Michigan, had just completed the 
install of their new sign when word came through that Pontiac was no more. This is just one of many 
examples dealers are experiencing across the 50 states. 

 
The dealers themselves are not the only ones that are affected by these changes in the 

economy. Another aspect is the companies that carter to the dealers by offering services such as auto 
leads. One of those specifics being a company called www.yourhotleads.com. Carnet provides auto 
leads to the automotive dealer. In time frame of 45 days Carnet had lost roughly half of their dealers, 
the majority due to non payment. The founder of Carnet has a very positive outlook on his forecast 
ahead. Once the dealers that were not doing so well in the first place close, the remaining dealers will 
emerge stronger and be able to pay their bills in a timely fashion. This outlook on the market is a 
positive one, and unarguably the best one I’ve heard as of yet. 

 
Yourhotleads.com was founded in 1999 and provides auto dealers with auto leads around 

the US. They specialize in vehicle sales leads, subprime car leads, and automotive lead marketing for 
car dealers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

### 
If you would like more information on this topic, or to schedule an interview with Mark VanHook, 

please call Tonya Maskell at 800/944-0213 or email her at tonya@yourhotleads.com 
 
 


